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after this part, i created a collider mesh to simulate the base of the wall, this was quite easy but i had to simulate the cracks and the rest of the wall on top of

the collider, the walls were thick enough to keep them from falling off the plate but thin enough to allow some shrinkage. the simulation of the top was the
trickiest part, it had to be thin and disccrete without being affected by the render distance. to finish the simulation, i had to add all the new cases that need to
be updated to reach a satisfactory performance. the fragmets falling to the ground could be treated from the camera, by setting the material to be transparent

and selecting the appropriate material for each case. the solver can be used to simulate brittle media in an environment which is suitable for the use of
standard solvers. an example is the simulation of prefractured stucco, stone or concrete blocks, where the deformation is coupled with the processes of

cracking and collapsing the block. likewise, the solver can be used as a post-processing tool to simulate the last stage of the breaking process of the slab,
simply by changing the material of the pieces of the shards that are being cut and by coupling the fracture with the deformation of the rest of the simulation.
moreover, pulldownit is a good choice for accelerating the simulation of 3d prefractured models, which are a very important characteristic for simulation tools.

thus, all those effects that take place after the fracture (such as the presence of deformations) can be coupled with the dynamics solver, thereby obtaining
improved results in a reasonable amount of computation.
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now, you can download the
plugin on the downloads page of

the official website, keep in
mind that is not the crack

version but a simple installer,
you can download it on a

friend’s computer and then
install it, or if you have already
mayaworks installed on your

machine you can install it there
with the interface or with the

command line as well, normally
in the bin file you get from the
plugin we have all assets we

need to get started, if not you
can install them later through

the addons manager of the
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plugin. another update has been
released for version 3.8.9, now
is available the plugin on the
downloads page of the official
site of the plugin, the version

has been bumped up to 3.9 from
3.8, a lot of fixes and

enhancements have been made
in previous releases, including
fixing an issue in the version of
the plug-in used with the new

project by default, can be
changed from here: in addition,

pdi! counts with group tools
allowing to set up and manage
large scenes. pulldownit solver

makes it possible to crack
dynamically any kind of brittle
material like stone, glass, or

stucco. the setup is very easy,
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use shatter it! tool to pre-
fracture your object or just build
a structure by blocks or pieces
of any shape, select all of them

as a fracture object, and hit
play, this procedure also makes

the setting of texture
coordinates easier. once in
simulation pulldownit will

compute all the stress forces
that create cracks and finally

makes the objects collapse. yes,
the only thing missing in this

release for a total win with the
plugin is the capability to post-
process the cracked objects, as

it should be at least within a
commercial license version, and
they are working on that to add
this feature, we will be sure to
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keep you informed about this.
anyhow, don’t forget to check
the new version of the plugin,

for more information and
demos, you can visit the official
site of the plugin at the official
site of the plugin, you can also
follow the development process
of the plugin on the blog site of

the plug-in. 5ec8ef588b
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